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MEMORANDUM

TO: Michael McNamer
Senior Staff Counsel
Office of Administrative Law
300 Capitol Mall, Suite 1250
Sacramento, CA  95814

FROM: Robert Jenne
Senior Staff Counsel

DATE: February 3, 2004

RE: OAL REGULATORY ACTION NO.: 03-0113-01s
FEES FOR STATIONARY SOURCES, CONSUMER PRODUCTS

                                                                                                                                                            

As we discussed in our phone conversation today on the above rulemaking action, I
have made the nonsubstantial or solely grammatical changes that you asked me to
make to the Final Regulation Order.  The Air Resources Board authorizes the Office of
Administrative Law (OAL) to make the changes listed below to the text of sections
90800.75 - 90804, title 17, California Code of Regulations.  For your convenience, I
have enclosed seven copies of the revised Final Regulation Order reflecting the
following changes:

1. Section 90800.75 was modified to state that the operative date of the
amendments is February 5, 2004 (i.e., the date on which the amendments will be filed
with the Secretary of State by OAL).  In addition, the NOTE following section 90800.75
was modified to delete the unnecessary “Reference” citations to Government Code
section 9600(a) and Article 4, Section (8)(c)(1) of the California Constitution.

2. The first sentence of section 90800.8(c)(4)(B) was modified to correct a
typographical error; the reference in the first sentence to “subsection (C)(4)(A)” (with an
uppercase letter “C”) was changed to “subsection (c)(4)(A) (with a lowercase letter “c”).

3. The three subsections of section 90801(i) were renumbered; instead of “(A), (B),
(C),” the numbering was changed to “(1), (2), (3)” in order to reflect the appropriate
numbering conventions used in the Official California Code of Regulations.
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4. The two subsections of section 90801(n) were renumbered; instead of “(A) and
(B),” the numbering was changed to “(1) and (2)” in order to reflect the appropriate
numbering conventions used in the Official California Code of Regulations.  For the
same reason,  the four subsections of section 90800(n)(1) were also renumbered;
instead of “1., 2., 3., 4.,” the numbering was changed to “(A), (B, (C), (D).”

5. Finally, the underline/strikeout designations were corrected in the last sentence
of section 90803 in order to correctly show the changes made to the existing Official
California Code of Regulations.  The phrase “… pursuant to these regulations” is now
correctly shown as “…pursuant to this these regulations.”

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.  If you have further questions, please call
me at 322-3762, or call our Regulations Coordinator, Alexa Malik, at 322-4011.

Enclosures


